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Abstract: In overlay-based applications, multiple overlay networks are deployed to fulﬁll different service requirements. A multioverlay environment may exist in which a number of nodes simultaneously participate in the networks. When there are multiple
overlay-based applications running over a set of nodes, some of the nodes take extra effort to maintain multi-overlay networks.
Therefore, maintaining these co-existing overlays incurs redundant maintenance overhead. This research presents a cooperative
strategy for exploiting a master–slave model to handle the common overlay-maintenance. The purpose is to eliminate the
redundant maintenance overhead. To evaluate system performance, this study not only analyses various combinations of
multiple overlays but also considers the effectiveness of the master selection approach. Experimental results demonstrated that
the proposed cooperative strategy signiﬁcantly decreases the redundant overlay-maintenance overhead. In some cases, the
overall reduction ratio of maintaining multiple overlays is as high as 60%.

1

Introduction

The overlay network is a virtual network built upon the
underlying computer network. Techniques of overlay
networks are widely employed in distributed systems. With
the explosion of overlay-based applications, nodes may
simultaneously participate in multiple overlays to serve a
variety of distributed applications. Therefore, multiple
overlays co-exist in a distributed computing environment. In
such a multi-overlay environment (MOE), maintaining the
co-exiting overlays needs a considerable amount of effort.
For instance, the failure-detection operation [1] is
commonly adopted for every overlay to ensure the overlay
resilience. The network-proximity estimation operation is
also widely applied [2–5] to enable the locality-aware
overlay. The overall maintenance cost is increased because
of the incremental amount of redundant overhead when
these co-existing overlays serve different applications.
However, some redundant costs are able to be trimmed.
Several investigations related to MOEs have been studied
on exploiting the synergy of multiple co-existing overlays.
Maniymaran et al. [6] investigate the co-existence of Pastry
and interest-based Gossip protocol. Another work of Lin
et al. [7] estimate the potential beneﬁts on different types of
synergies among multiple co-existing overlays. However,
their approaches are applied solely to speciﬁc overlays,
mainly focused on Gossip-based protocols. In addition,
those previous studies missed to consider a MOE in which
different intersection ratios (IRs) of overlays may affect the
system effectiveness. Our work not only takes the IR into
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consideration but also conducts the reduction of redundant
overlay-maintenance operations in MOEs.
To tackle the problem of redundant overlay-maintenance in
a MOE, a cooperative strategy is introduced to simplify the
overall maintenance cost. The master–slave model and the
selection criteria of a master overlay are also presented.
Based on the proposed cooperative strategy, both cooperative
failure-detection (CFD) and cooperative network-proximity
estimation (CNPE) mechanisms are illustrated, respectively,
to eliminate the redundant operations of failure-detection and
network-proximity estimation. Expanding from our previous
work [8], this paper further discusses the analysis of these
proposed mechanisms, reﬁned cost models of overlay
maintenance and selection criteria of the master overlay. In
order to evaluate the performance improvement, this work
compares the maintenance cost of the original MOE with the
one which adopts our proposed cooperative strategy.
Experimental results show that the proposed strategy is
efﬁcient in diverse MOEs, where the reduction ratio is up to
60% in some cases.
Major contributions of our work include: (i) exploiting the
synergy of multi-overlays using the proposed master–slave
model, (ii) taking the IR of co-existing overlays into
consideration, (iii) analysing the cooperative mechanisms of
failure-detection and network-proximity estimation, (iv)
characterising the selection criteria of a master overlay and
ﬁnally, (v) evaluating the effectiveness of eliminating
redundant operations in a comprehensive MOE.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2
introduces the most relevant works on multiple overlays.
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The cooperative strategy and the master–slave model are
proposed in Section 3. Section 4 further demonstrates two
types of overlay maintenance: CFD and CNPE. The
experimental results are presented in Section 5 to illustrate
the performance improvement. Finally, concluding remarks
and future works are given in Section 6.

2

Related work

The literature of multi-overlay studies conducts the
multi-overlay framework [9, 10], the race condition problem
[11–14] and the maintenance cost reduction [6, 7]. The
most relevant issue to our work is the problem of reducing
the maintenance cost, which focuses on the cooperation of
multiple overlays in a MOE.
When these overlays work independently, the maintenance
of co-existing overlays brings extra costs. The related study
[6] proposes a novel approach to leverage the co-existence
of the interest-based Gossip protocol and Pastry by
constructing a joint overlay. The authors have proved that
the routing table in Pastry could be replaced by the cluster
view routing table in the interest-based Gossip protocol.
Meanwhile, the random peer sampling view routing table in
the interest-base Gossip protocol could also be replaced by
the leaf set table in Pastry. However, their approach only
focuses on two speciﬁc overlays. The cooperation between
co-existing overlays is also discussed in the work [7]. The
authors argue that the synergy of overlays beneﬁts system
performance instead of causing a negative impact
introduced by the overlay competence. That paper analyses
different types of synergies and compares their potential
beneﬁts, but mainly focusing on Gossip protocols.
From previous investigations, a few studies have reported
on a general approach to making co-existing overlays
cooperation. Moreover, previous studies have not
considered the network environment with different IRs of
multiple overlays, which is a key factor affecting the
performance of cooperation. Our work not only focuses on
eliminating
those
redundant
operations
of
overlay-maintenance but also takes the complex MOEs into
consideration.

3

Cooperative overlay maintenance

Overlay networks can be typically classiﬁed into unstructured
and structured adhered to the topology [15]. This study
focuses on the unstructured overlay, the ring overlay and
the tree overlay. The parameter K deﬁnes the lower bound
of the size of neighbour tables. Nodes in an overlay
network joining or leaving arbitrarily will lead to a dynamic
environment. To represent the dynamic degree of
an overlay network environment, the churn rate is deﬁned
as R = I/N where I is the amount of nodes that join/leave per
unit time and N is the network size. The churn rate can be
converted into the median session time to symbolise the
average lifetime of nodes [4]. These two terms are
interchangeably used in this paper.
In a dynamic environment, nodes have to maintain their
routing tables to ensure that the network works well. For
example, in the Chord protocol, nodes need to update the
ﬁnger table when nodes in that table fail. The quantities of
nodes that join and leave are assumed the same in the next
discussion. These overlay-maintenance operations will incur
maintenance costs. Accordingly, the overlay-maintenance
cost M of an overlay is deﬁned as the overhead occurred by
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overall communication messages that have been sent by all
nodes within the overlay.
3.1

Multi-overlay environment

Deﬁnition 1 (MOE): A multi-overlay environment is deﬁned
as MOE = {Oi} and |MOE| ≥ 2, where Oi represents an
overlay i that co-exists over the same underlying computer
network.
As the scale of MOE expands, the total cost of
overlay-maintenance increases. To tackle this problem, this
work tries to reduce the amount of overlay-maintenance
costs by the cooperation of co-existing overlays. However,
in a MOE, nodes may not participate in all overlays. This
paper also exposes the IR to represent how many nodes
simultaneously appear in two separate overlays.
Deﬁnition 2 (IR): In a MOE, the IR of any two overlays is
deﬁned as IROi Oj = |{n|n nodes co-exist in both Oi and
Oj }|/N, where i ≠ j.
Since different co-existing overlays introduce different
MOEs, our proposed strategy will be evaluated under
various overlay combinations (OCs) to demonstrate its
generality.
Deﬁnition 3 (OCs): Suppose that there are l multiple
co-existing overlays
in a MOE = {O1, O2, … , Ol}, the OC

l
MOEs. The set of OCs is deﬁned as OC =
produces
2
{{O1} × {O2, O3, … ,Ol}, {O2} × {O1, O3, … ,Ol}, … ,
{Ol} × {O1, O2, … ,Ol−1}}.
The key to the reduction of overlay-maintenance operations is
to determine which operations are redundant. This paper
discusses two important operations of a MOE that are
common and reducible. One is the failure detection and the
other one is the network-proximity estimation.
The failure means a node may leave or disconnect the
overlay without any notiﬁcation. The overlay resilience
relies on the periodical failure detection by monitoring
the status of nodes. Zhuang et al. [1] have deﬁned that the
failure-detection operation can be active or passive. In the
case of active failure-detection operations, each node
periodically probes its neighbours by sending keep-alive
messages for checking the state of neighbours. In a MOE,
duplicate failure-detection operations of these overlays are
redundant. Therefore the number of failure-detection
operations
could
be
reduced
by
common
overlay-maintenance.
Many overlay networks consider network information to
reduce the routing latency [2–5, 16]. According to the work
[3], common approaches to exploit network-proximity
include geographic layout, proximity routing and proximity
neighbour selection. These approaches involve the
network-proximity estimation operation. Therefore the
estimating operation of network proximity is also reducible
by common overlay-maintenance.
To deal with the common overlay-maintenance, the
master–slave coordination model is proposed to eliminate
those redundant operations in such a MOE. Next, the idea
of the proposed model and corresponding cooperative
mechanisms are illustrated.
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3.2

Master–slave model

In the master–slave model, one of the co-existing overlays has
to be the master overlay in charge of maintaining the common
overlay-maintenance operations for other overlays, named
slave overlays. With this model, the unnecessary
maintenance operations can be eliminated in slave overlays.
The reduction ratio of overlay-maintenance costs is adopted
to assess the performance of the proposed approach.
Deﬁnition 4 (RR): The RR of maintenance costs is deﬁned as





M − M′
M′
RR =
× 100% = 1 −
× 100%
M
M

(1)

where M is the maintenance cost of the original MOE and M’
is the maintenance cost of the same MOE by the master–slave
model.
To support the synergy of the master and the slave overlays,
the inter-overlay and intra-overlay protocols are introduced.
The inter-overlay protocol deﬁnes how the slave overlays
communicate with the master overlay, whereas the
intra-overlay protocol is the mechanism that the master
overlay follows to handle the common overlay-maintenance.

3.2.1 Inter-overlay protocol: The inter-overlay protocol
deﬁnes the interaction mechanism between the master
overlay
and
the
slave
overlay.
Different
overlay-maintenance operations are handled by different
inter-overlay protocols. Fig. 1 depicts two inter-overlay
protocols in a MOE, where each node participants at least
two overlays. The subscription/notiﬁcation protocol is used
to handle event-driven overlay-maintenance, while the
query/response protocol endows the master overlay with the
ability to handle information-retrieval overlay-maintenance
for slave overlays.
In a MOE, the node can eliminate the redundant
overlay-maintenance overhead by these inter-overlay
protocols. That is, the subscription/notiﬁcation protocol is
applied to the common failure detection and common
operations of information exchange between nodes. On the
other hand, the query/response protocol provides an
interface for slave overlays to access the needed information
from the master overlay. If the master and slave overlays
maintain
common
information,
for
example,
network-proximity or semantic-locality information, slave
overlays communicates with the master overlay via the
query/response protocol to retrieve the needed information.
In this way, slave overlays do not maintain the needed
information itself.

As shown in Fig. 1a, the master overlay works well that
node a in O1 issues a subscription/notiﬁcation request to the
node a in O2. Occasionally, the master overlay cannot deal
with the request from the slave overlay because of the
non-existence of the same node in the master overlay. For
example, node b in O3 cannot exploit the inter-overlay
protocol to communicate with node b in O2 since node b
does not exist in O2. The existence of non-overlapped
nodes commonly happens in a MOE; however, it is ignored
in most of previous works.
3.2.2 Intra-overlay protocol: The intra-overlay protocol
deﬁnes an established method that the master overlay deals
with the request from slave overlays. As shown in Fig. 1b,
node a in O3 adopts the query/response protocol to retrieve
the requisite information. Once node a in O2 receives the
request, it responds to the required information itself or
gather information via the pre-deﬁned routing protocol if
node a in O2 cannot satisfy the request.
The design of the intra-overlay protocol varies under
different sorts of common overlay-maintenance. A general
protocol to meet different requirements is hard to deﬁne.
Nevertheless, a common idea to eliminate the redundant
overlay-maintenance is to reduce the duplicated
maintenance operations of the same node. For the
event-driven
overlay-maintenance,
the
duplicated
maintenance costs are incurred by duplicated links. For
example, node a in O1 links to node b in O1, and
meanwhile, node a in O2 also links to node b in O2. When
the
duplicated
links
exist,
the
duplicated
overlay-maintenance operations could be saved. For the
information-retrieval overlay-maintenance, the duplicated
information-retrieval operations can be executed only once
by the information sharing.
3.3

Master-overlay selection criteria

Selecting the master overlay in a MOE involves three steps:
ﬁrstly, sampling the overlay-pattern to characterise an
overlay; secondly, enabling multi-overlays to elect the
master overlay; and ﬁnally, informing overlays of the
selection result. The basic principle of selecting a suitable
master overlay is to pick an overlay which can handle the
most common overlay-maintenance. Some important criteria
are given as follows:
† Maximum information. A candidate for a master overlay
should share useful information as much as possible. In
general, the routing table is the source of such information.
Therefore, the routing table could be commonly maintained
if two overlays have similar maintenance policy. Previous
works [6, 7] adopt the same idea to reduce the total

Fig. 1 Two inter-overlay protocols in the master–slave model
a Process of subscription/notiﬁcation protocol
b Process of query/response protocol
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overlay-maintenance costs. As a result, the overlay with a
larger routing table can be selected as the master overlay.
† Minimum requirement. The master overlay handles the
common overlay-maintenance operations for slave overlays.
However, this cooperative strategy should not inﬂuence the
original operations. Take the failure detection, for example,
the master overlay ought to have lower detection duration.
Suppose the detection durations of two overlays are 30 and
60s, respectively, the master overlay should be the one with
the 30s detection duration. Otherwise, the master overlay
would affect the original failure detection of another overlay.
† Maximum IR. The IR describes a number of the same
nodes co-habiting in two overlays. In the case of MOE =
{O1, O2, O3}, it produces six combinations as well as six
IRs by different master overlays. To gain a higher reduction
ratio, the master overlay should have the maximum
coverage of IRs. Given IR({O1} × {O2, O3}) = max(IR
({O1} × {O2, O3}), IR({O2} × {O1, O3}), IR({O3} × {O1,
O2})), O1 is obliged to be the master overlay if it eliminates
more redundant overlay-maintenance operations.
† Minimum dynamics. Since the dynamic status is not
identical in each overlay, the selection of the master overlay
should consider this factor. A relatively stable overlay
network should be the master overlay to provide the
qualitative service. Otherwise, it may need to pay large
extra maintenance costs to handle such a condition.
Given these principles of selecting the master overlay, the
next section will go through different criteria when the
master–slave
model
is
applied
into
different
overlay-maintenance operations.

4

Cooperative mechanisms

To support the failure-detection and network-proximity
estimation, two cooperative mechanisms are proposed based
on the master–slave model. Detail mechanisms could be
referred to our previous work [8]. This paper focuses on the
key concept, reﬁned cost model and selection criteria of the
master overlay. Some notations to be used next are listed in
Table 1.
Table 1 Notations
Symbol
m, s
m

n ,n

s

s
Lm
ni nj , Lni nj

nr
nh
nt
nc
msgi
msgf
msgn
msge

Explanation
superscript indicating the master overlay or the
slave overlay
node n in the master overlay or the node n in the
slave overlay
link from ni to nj in the master overlay or the slave
overlay
requester node in the slave overlay
handler node in the master overlay handling the
request from nr
target node in the master overlay that nr is
interested in
cooperator node in the master overlay that helps nh
handle the request from nr
message produced by nh for informing nt about the
request from nr
message produced by nt for forwarding msgi to nc
message produced by nc for notifying nh about the
failed nc
message produced by nh to explore more answers
for the request from nr
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4.1

Cooperative failure detection (CFD)

The cost reduction in failure detection comes from two main
schemes: the elimination and the cooperation. The
elimination approach is inspired by exploiting
the duplicated link between two nodes which exist in the
master and the slave overlays. Once a duplicated link exists,
the detection operation does not repeatedly probe the status
of the same neighbour. The detection operation is only
executed once in the master overlay. Nevertheless, the
elimination approach helps with reducing only a part of
redundant failure-detection operations. That is because the
link in a slave overlay might not exist in the master overlay.
To cope with such a condition, the cooperation approach is
proposed. According to each node is monitored by some other
nodes, the proposed approach is to ﬁnd a cooperator node
undertaking the redundant failure-detection operation.
Hence, the master overlay can assist the slave overlay in
handling failure-detection operations. However, this
approach may incur extra overhead in the master overlay.
Detecting failed or removed Lm
nt nc may also generate many
msgi if a master overlay is responsible for handing a large
amount of subscription requests from multiple slave
overlays. An aggregator method is further adopted to
cushion the impact on CFD performance. The proposed
method aggregates multiple msgf into a composite ‘forward
message’. Experimental results show that this method
improves the reduction ratio of more than 20% in some of
cases.
4.1.1 Maintenance cost model: The maintenance cost
model of CFD captures the number of communication
messages, that is, msgi, msgf and msgn, generated by the
subscription/notiﬁcation protocol. The reduction ratio of
CFD is derived by calculating the number of saved
messages for the communication.
The ﬁrst factor, msgi,, is sent from nh to nt. The message is
generated in two cases. In one case, nh receives a subscription
request from nr, but nh does not monitor the status of nt. In the
other case, nh does not monitor nt anymore, and then, nh sends
msgi to nt in order to transfer the monitoring task. The total
amount of incurred msgi is represented as
C(msgi ) = Lc × Ps + Ld

(2)

where Lc is the quantity of created links in slave overlays, Ps is
the probability of non-existence of Lm
nh nt and Ld is the number of
,
changing
from connected status to
links, for example, Lm
nh nt
disconnected one. Lc × Ps represents the number of msgi
generated in the ﬁrst case and Ld represents that created in the
second case.
The second overhead is msgf which is sent from nt to nc.
The amount of msgf is calculated by
C(msgf ) = C(msgi ) × NC + Ld + Lf × R

(3)

where NC is the number of cooperators, Lf is the amount of
Lm
nt nc that has been detected as failed status and R represents
the amount of re-sent msgf per detected failure of nc. When
nt receives msgi, nt forwards this message to some of nc.
These type of messages amount to C(msgi) × NC. In
another case, once nt is not a neighbour of nc, nt forwards
msgi to a new nc, which generates Ld messages. When nc
fails, nt also sends msgi to new cooperator nodes. These
messages total up to Lf × R.
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The third cost is msgn which is produced when nc detects
failed nt and notiﬁes the related nh. The amount of msgn is
calculated by
C(msgn ) = Lf × A

(4)

where Lf is similarly used to represent the amount of failed
Lm
nc nt that have been detected by nc and A is the number of
msgn created when one failed link, from nc to nt, is
detected. Thus, Lf × A is the total amount of msgn.
To sum up, the number of communication messages
generated by CFD is deﬁned as




CCFD = C msgi + C msgf + C(msgn )
(5)
and the total maintenance cost of failure detection in a MOE
without CFD is modelled as
 O
M=
F
(6)
O[MOE

where F O is the sum of detection messages generated in the
overlay O. On the other hand, the maintenance cost of a
MOE with CFD is deﬁned as
′

MCFD = F m + CCFD

(7)

where F m is the number of detection messages created in the
master overlay. Accordingly, the reduction ratio (RR) of CFD
is calculated as


′
MCFD
RR = 1 −
× 100%
M

(8)

4.1.2 Selection criteria and approach: The
maintenance cost model shows that the link and the node
dynamics are two important factors affecting the RR. The
link dynamics mainly relate to the overlay type, which
refers to Ld in (2) and (3). For instance, Lm
nt nc may be
removed from the routing table of nt. In such a case, nt
forwards msgf to new nc. If this event happens frequently,
the amount of msgf grows dramatically. In many
DHT-based overlays, the routing table would be often
maintained in a highly dynamic environment. When the
master overlay is a DHT-based overlay, the extra cost of
msgf is large, even when msgi should be re-sent because of
the removal of Lm
nh nt . This case involves at least 1 + NC
messages. In addition, the node dynamics makes those
efforts of handling the subscription request useless. That is
because no sooner had nh handled a request from nr than nh
failed. In this case, msgi, msgf and even msgn are wasted
because of the failure of nr. Hence, node dynamics also
affects the reduction ratio of CFD.
Another important factor related to the reduction ratio is the
size of the routing table that a node constructs in a master
overlay. The larger the routing table is, the higher
possibility of handing the common overlay-maintenance
will be. An extreme case is that the master overlay
constructs a full-connected topology, that is, the parameter
K equals N–1. In such a case, the master overlay handles
those requests from slave overlays without additional
communication messages. Consequently, the size of a
routing table may have impact on the reduction ratio of CFD.
In view of this, the important issues in selecting a master
overlay are 3-fold: the link dynamics, the node dynamics
2680
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and the routing table size. Hence, the score-based method
of CFD [17] is considered to select the master overlay from
a MOE for a better RR. The score function is modelled as



Km × 1 + Zm + Zs
s= 1−
× 100%
(9)
Km + Ks
where K is the size of the routing table, Z is the degree of the
extra cost introduced by the CFD mechanism and the
superscript m and s indicate the master and the slave
overlays, respectively. This virtual function approximates,
in a comparative way, the maintenance cost of a MOE,
which takes different combinations of the master and slave
overlays into consideration. When the cost is high, the
reduction ratio is low as well as the score.
4.2 Cooperative network-proximity estimation
(CNPE)
The concept of CNPE in a MOE is to share the
network-proximity information in the master overlay. As a
result, slave overlays are free to estimate the networkproximity. CNPE develops two key schemes to reduce the
redundant network-proximity estimation operations. One is
the elimination and the other is the exploration.
The elimination idea is similar to that scheme in CFD. If
the requisite network information is maintained by multiple
overlays, this information can be shared among these
overlays. Hence, when one node in the slave overlay needs
to execute the network-proximity estimation operations for
reaching a set of nodes that are geographically closed to it,
the node could ask the same node in the master overlay via
the query/response protocol. This query interface provides a
chance to eliminate a number of estimation operations.
Although the elimination approach is useful, the master
overlay cannot handle the request from the slave overlays in
some situations. That is because the number of nodes
requested by the slave overlay may exceed that provisioned
by the master overlay. Therefore the intra-overlay protocol
tries to solve the problem. A node can explore the required
information within the master overlay when the elimination
scheme cannot completely handle the query request. This
node sends an exploration request to some of its neighbours
to retrieve the satisﬁed network information for slave
overlays. As the message cost of sending a request is
smaller than that of estimating the network, this exploration
approach could improve the RR of CNPE.
4.2.1 Maintenance cost model: This section models the
RR of CNPE with the number of network-proximity
estimation operations and the overhead of CNPE. The
overhead of CNPE only comes from msge introduced by
the exploration approach and is calculated by
CCNPE = C(msge ) = Lc × Pe

(10)

where Lc is the number of created links in slave overlays and
Pe is the probability of performing the exploration process.
The maintenance cost of a MOE without CNPE is
modelled as
 O
M=
E
(11)
O[MOE

where E O presents the number of executed network-proximity
IET Commun., 2014, Vol. 8, Iss. 15, pp. 2676–2683
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estimation operations. Regarding the maintenance cost of a
MOE with CNPE, the cost is deﬁned as
′
MCNPE

= E + B × CCNPE
m

Master
A

slave

A
B
OC I
C
OC II
A: unstructured, B: ring, C: tree

B

C

OC III

OC V
OC VI

OC IV

(13)

4.2.2 Selection criteria and approach: The ﬁrst
criterion for selecting a suitable master overlay is the size of
a routing table. That is because a larger routing table may
provide more information for slave overlays. The additional
overhead of the exploration approach is further reduced
when the master satisﬁes the needs of slave overlays. The
second criterion to select a master overlay concerns the
network-proximity estimation. In a MOE, the master
overlay should have the accurate estimation approach that
satisﬁes the minimum requirements of the request from
other slave overlays.
An interesting phenomenon is that the network dynamics
do not have an impact on the selection of the master
overlay. That is because the reduction ratio is not affected
by the churn rate, as shown in previous experimental results
[8]. Accordingly, the network dynamics is not considered
while selecting a master overlay.
For CNPE, the score function is reﬁned to decide the better
master overlay. The formula is deﬁned as



max K m , K s
s= 1−
× 100%
(14)
Km + Ks
where K, m and s are the same as those in (9). If two scores are
the same, the overlay with maximum K should be chosen as
the master overlay. Taking the exploration approach into
account, the score function can be reﬁned as




min K m , K s + Splus
s=
× 100%
(15)
Km + Ks
where Splus is the score related to the exploration approach.
Splus is positive if K m < K s; otherwise, Splus is zero.

5

Overlay

(12)

where B stands for the overhead weight. Hence, the reduction
ratio of CNPE is calculated as


M′
RR = 1 − CNPE × 100%
M

Table 2 Overlay combinations

depicts some results which are differential to the previous
work [8].
5.1

Cooperative failure detection

The performance evaluation of CFD is presented and the RR
is adopted as the performance metric. The ﬁrst expanding
experiment is to evaluate the CFD under different scales of
MOEs. The scale represents the number of slave overlays.
That is, the MOE is composed of ﬁve slave overlays when
the scale is ﬁve. Fig. 2 reveals that when the number of
slave overlays increases, the number of redundant detection
messages also becomes large. Hence, the experimental
result shows that CFD helps with eliminating redundant
failure-detection operations, especially in the environment
with many slave overlays.
On the other hand, previous experiments [8] show that
CFD has performance degradation especially in the highly
dynamic environments. Therefore, the aggregator approach
is introduced to improve this shortcoming. Fig. 3 depicts
that the aggregator method enhances the reduction ratio
even more than 20% in the most ﬂuctuating environment.
Consequently, the CFD mechanism with the enhanced
aggregator method provides a signiﬁcant performance gain
in the environment with the highest churn rate.
5.2

Cooperative network-proximity estimation

To evaluate the performance of the CNPE mechanism, two
unstructured overlays are built with K = 4 and K = 6. Two
MOEs are considered in the following experiments: ‘OC A’
is the OC with the master overlay Ounstructured (K = 4) and
‘OC B’ is the combination with Ounstructured (K = 6) as the
master overlay. Regarding the exploration approach, it
promotes the success rate of handling the request from a

Experimental results

In this paper, the PeerSim simulator is used to evaluate our
proposed strategy. The cycle-based simulation engine is
applied in the experiment. Our evaluations consider three
kinds of overlays: the unstructured overlay (Ounstructured), the
ring-based structured overlay (Oring) and the tree-based
structured overlay (Otree). Each of these overlays has a
parameter K, specifying the number of neighbours.
Our experiments use the following setting, so then
considered different MOEs: K = 4 for Ounstructured, K = 2 for
Oring and K = 3 for Otree with H = 1 links to other nodes
when its parent fails. These diverse environments are
simulated through different OCs, listed as {Ounstructured,
Oring}, {Ounstructured, Otree} and {Oring, Otree}. For each
combination of overlays, there are two choices of the
master overlay. Thus, six cases are all examined, as listed in
Table 2. Owing to the limited length, this paper only
IET Commun., 2014, Vol. 8, Iss. 15, pp. 2676–2683
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Fig. 2 RR when ST = 11.6 m and N = 1000
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To evaluate the exploration approach, the RR and the
latency ratio are both adopted as metrics. The latency ratio
is calculated as dividing the average latency of neighbours
in the slave overlay by that in the original overlay. For
example, the latency ratio equals to 90% represents that the
slave overlay improves the network-proximity estimation by
10%. Fig. 4 reveals that the average latency of the
exploration approach is larger than that without
the exploration approach. A trade-off can be found that the
reduction ratio can be improved by nearly 20%. Next, the
varied scale of a MOE is also evaluated in this experiment.
As expected in Fig. 5, the reduction ratio gains when the
number of slave overlays grows. That is because CNPE is
able to share the information of network state with more
slave overlays to reduce a higher amount of maintenance
operations.
Fig. 3 RR of ‘OC III’ when N = 10 000

5.3

Selection of master overlay

This section demonstrates the effectiveness of master
selecting. To evaluate the selection method for CFD, “MOE
A” is built with a six-overlay environment composed of
Ounstructured (K = 4), Ounstructured (K = 8), Oring (K = 2), Oring
(K = 6), Otree (K = 3, H = 2) and Otree (K = 5, H = 3). Fig. 6
reveals the best and the worst RR. The RRs of random
selection and score-based selection are also presented. The
results show that the score-based function can achieve
nearly the best RR.
On the other hand, a ‘MOE B’ composed of Ounstructured
(K = K1) and Ounstructured (K = K2) is constructed to evaluate

Fig. 4 Effect of the exploration method on average latency for
‘OC A’

Fig. 6 Selection approach of CFD

Fig. 5 RR of varied MOE sizes

slave overlay. Although the exploration procedure generates
extra overhead on sending msge, the message size of msge
is relatively smaller than that of network-proximity
estimation. The size ratio of the exploration message to the
network-proximity estimation message is set to B (10% in
this experiment).
2682
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Fig. 7 Selection approach of CNPE
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the score function for CNPE. Since the RR of CNPE is not
affected by the churn rate, the score function is not
evaluated under varied STs; instead, the parameter K is
varied. Fig. 7 depicts the result of score function. The result
reveals that the RR is signiﬁcantly improved as the degree
of covered K increases. As so, the RR of pair (4, 6) is
higher than that of pair (5, 10), in which the coverage ratio
is 66.7 and 50%, respectively.

6

Conclusions and future works

For the sake of handling the common overlay maintenance in
diverse MOEs, this paper conducts a cooperative strategy on
eliminating a considerable amount of redundant overlaymaintenance operations. A generic master–slave model and
corresponding interactions are proposed to realise the
cooperative strategy. Two mechanisms (CFD and CNPE)
are introduced based on the event-driven (subscription/
notiﬁcation) and information-retrieval (query/response)
overlay maintenance. To evaluate CFD and CNPE,
experiments consider some complex environments with
different parameters and OCs. Results show that our
proposed strategy and the master–slave model signiﬁcantly
trim the redundant overlay maintenance overhead. In some
cases, the RR is more than 60%.
This work is a good start to illustrate how the proposed
approach can be applied to some common operations. The
failure-detection and the network-proximity estimation are
taken as examples. Other types of maintenance operations
are remaining as future discussions. A comprehensive
understanding on supporting an automatic selection of the
master overlay and an optimised solution for a cooperative
strategy are also interesting. Furthermore, as cloud
computing is servicing a variety of cloud applications,
realising our proof of concepts based on open-source cloud
platform is being considered as future work.

7
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